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This Talk

Three main takeaways:

1) Collaborative tasks enable complex, tightly coupled work

2) In group work, fair pay and motivation are closely related

3) Workers are perceptive of fair and unfair payments in groups
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Crowdsourcing and Mechanical Turk

Amazon Mechanical Turk

I Typical work: label images, transcribe audio clips, answer surveys, ...

I Usually independent work

Important to keep workers motivated:

I Primary motivation: money [Kaufmann et al., 2011]

I Higher pay attracts more workers [Mason and Watts, 2009; Rogstadius et al., 2011]

I Performance-based pay [Ho et al., 2016]
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Collaborative Crowdsourcing Tasks

Some crowdsourced tasks rely on collaboration between workers

[Hahn et al., 2016] [Schaekermann et al., 2018] [Zhou et al., 2018]

Worker motivation not well understood
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Features of Collaborative Tasks

Literature review: 114 papers describing collaborative crowdsourcing tasks

Types of information that workers can have:

I Aware of others: Do they know that other workers are involved in the task?

I See others’ work: Do they see other workers’ output (same task or other task)?

I Identify others’ work: Can they identify which worker did each part of the work?

I Freely interact: Can they have open, free-form conversations with other workers?
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Types of Collaborative Tasks

Anonymous shared interfaces

I 3 Are aware of others

I 3 Can see others’ work

I 7 Cannot identify others’ work

I 7 Cannot freely interact

Gives freedom to coordinate:

I Control arbitrary GUIs [Lasecki et al., 2011]

I Plan travel itineraries [Zhang et al., 2012]

I Write creative stories [Kim et al., 2017]
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Types of Collaborative Tasks

Structured deliberation and shared interfaces

I 3 Are aware of others

I 3 Can see others’ work

I 3 Can identify others’ work

I 7 Cannot freely interact

Gives workers additional context to:

I Create interface mockups [Lasecki et al., 2015]

I Power a chat bot [Huang et al., 2016]

I Reason about unclear instructions [Chang et al., 2017]
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Types of Collaborative Tasks

Full collaboration

I 3 Are aware of others

I 3 Can see others’ work

I 3 Can identify others’ work

I 3 Can freely interact

Tightly coupled work through Google Documents or Slack channels:

I Brainstorm company slogans [Lykourentzou et al., 2017]

I Solve complex cognitive problems [Zhou et al., 2018]

I Deliberate about ambiguous questions [Schaekermann et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019]
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Existing Payment Systems

Existing tasks: most common to pay all workers equally

Alternatives:

I Paying for participation: difficult to incentivize effort

I Paying for quality: several ways to measure work quality

Overall, payments are ad-hoc and not well motivated
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Fair Payments: Equity Theory

Link between payment and motivation: equity theory [Adams, 1965]

People think they are being treated fairly if

Oself

Iself
=

Oother

Iother
= c

where

I I : input (work quality, effort, time spent, . . . )

I O: output (rewards or bonuses)

I c : pay per unit of work

Underrewarded workers restore equity by putting in less work [Mowday, 1979]
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Fair Payments: Cooperative Game Theory

Alternative fair payment from cooperative game theory

Shapley value [Shapley 1953]: fair reward division

I Consider all possible orders of players joining the group

I Give players their average marginal contribution over these orders

Unique reward division satisfying 4 fairness axioms:

1. Efficiency: all of the group’s reward is allocated

2. Symmetry: players that make same marginal contributions get same reward

3. Null Players: players that make no marginal contribution get no reward

4. Additivity: if group does two tasks together, considering tasks separately or
together gives same rewards
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Research Questions

How do these theoretically fair payments affect crowd workers?

Specific questions:

1. Do workers think proportional pay and Shapley values are fairer than equal pay?

2. Are workers’ fairness perceptions biased toward themselves?

3. Do workers put in more effort when they are paid fairly?
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Study 1: HITs

Hired 132 workers

I 25 minute HIT; base of $1.75 and typical bonus of $1

Formed virtual groups

I Picked 2 prior workers as virtual teammates

I Placed group into one of four bonus conditions
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Study 1: Task

Audio transcription task based on Scribe [Lasecki 2012]

I Real time transcription: no pausing or rewinding

I 14 audio clips (21 – 31 s each)
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Study 1: Teams and Payments

After each audio clip, paid group performance-based bonus
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Study 1: Conditions

Split group’s bonuses in one of four ways:

I Equal: pay one third of the group’s bonus

I Proportional: pay in proportion to number of correct words

I Shapley: pay Shapley valued bonuses

I Unfair: give 50% of bonus to worst worker and 25% to other two
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Study 1: Fairness Ratings

Theoretically fair payments considered more fair than equal pay
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Study 1: Worker Biases

Best and worst workers in each group have different fairness perceptions
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Study 1: Effort

Measured effort by comparing words typed in first and last rounds
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Study 2: External Raters
Follow-up: asked 79 unbiased workers to rate bonuses

I Rated 4 rounds of each payment type
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Summary

Three main takeaways:

1) Identified types of collaboration and tasks that require close interaction

2) Grounded fair payments in equity theory and cooperative game theory

3) Found that workers are biased, but are perceptive of fair and unfair payments
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Broader Impacts

Median wage on Mechanical Turk is under $2/hour [Hara et al., 2018]

I Improving crowdsourced work can attract more low-paying requesters

Fair, transparent group work is beneficial to both workers and requesters

I Improve trust and reputation with workers

I Help workers understand how to do high quality work

I Collaborative tasks: get these benefits without relying on the platform
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Future Work

Worker motivation and fair pay in other group tasks

Estimating work quality: agreement scores, subjective ratings

Human-AI teams and worker motivation
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